
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CALL FOR EARLY BIRD WORKSHOP PRESENTERS 
Share your leading-edge practices during our EARLY BIRD WORKSHOPS  

 
CCCAOE invites proposals for the 2020 Fall VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE Conference to lead Early             
Bird Workshops. These workshops will be held on Wednesday, September 30, 2020, from 8 am               
to 11 am. These workshops can be either one and a half hours or three hours long and done                   
through multiple virtual streaming options including Zoom, YouTube, Facebook Live, etc.  
 
CCCAOE strongly encourages proposals that balance conceptual and theoretical frameworks          
with concrete, pragmatic examples. Workshops should foster discovery and problem solving           
through idea sharing and community building. We also want you to consider who your audience               
is, the objective of your workshop and a detailed description of what you will cover in your                 
chosen timeframe. We seek to highlight the how and why of practices, strategies, or models and                
to facilitate reflection and engagement that helps translate vision into practice.  
 
We invite educational leaders within Career Education including faculty, employers, industry           
experts, or vendors partnering with a community college. CCCAOE is particularly interested in             
high-quality proposals that address a full range of issues facing Career Education educators,             
administrators, and other key stakeholders as they seek to prepare students with the knowledge              
and skills to succeed in the future of work.  
 
This should be an ecosystem presentation where career education professions, campus           
colleagues and industry partners are presenting together. Submission topics should be related            
to changing the model of career development around the Vision for Success, scaling career              
services to reach more students within Guided Pathways, innovation in diversity and inclusion             
for all students, and other novel forward-thinking ideas.  
 
A Proposal Review Committee comprised of board and peer leaders will review the submissions              
and make decisions about acceptances by August  2020. 

Submission Deadline is July 24, 2020 
CLICK HERE TO GO TO PROPOSAL FORM  

 

https://forms.gle/PH7RbuzT3tD4Ysmb8

